Abstract. The reconstruction of the Chernobyl accident source term has been previously carried out using core inventories, but also back and forth confrontations between model simulations and activity concentration or deposited activity measurements. The approach presented in this paper is based on inverse modelling techniques. It relies both on the activity concentration measurements and on the adjoint of a chemistry-transport model. The location of the release is assumed to be known, and one is looking for a source term available for long-range transport that depends both on time and altitude. The method relies on the maximum entropy on the mean principle and exploits source positivity. The inversion results are mainly sensitive to two tuning parameters, a mass scale and the scale of the prior errors in the inversion. To overcome this hardship, we resort to the statistical L-curve method to estimate balanced values for these two parameters. Once this is done, many of the retrieved features of the source are robust within a reasonable range of parameter values. Our results favour the acknowledged three-step scenario, with a strong initial release (26 to 27 April), followed by a weak emission period of four days (28 April-1 May) and again a release, longer but less intense than the initial one (2 May-6 May). The retrieved quantities of iodine-131, caesium-134 and caesium-137 that have been released are in good agreement with the latest reported estimations. Yet, a stronger apportionment of the total released activity is ascribed to the first period and less to the third one. Finer chronological details are obtained, such as a sequence of eruptive episodes in the first two days, likely related to the modulation of the boundary layer diurnal cycle. In addition, the first two-day release surges are found to have effectively reached an altitude up to the top of the domain (5000 m).
Introduction
On the 25 April 1986, 21:23 UTC, started in Chernobyl, Ukraine, the most devastating nuclear civil accident ever. One of the main challenges since the accident took place is to identify the source term.
Reconstructions of the accident source term have been previously carried out using core inventories, estimated by radionuclides kinetic models representing the core dynamics. Another source of information is the activity concentrations in air measured in Europe (but also in Asia and North America), and the deposited activity measurements, especially on Ukraine and Belarus. Using these data implies either using purely statistical approaches or back and forth confrontations between model simulations driven by meteorological data. These methods helped create a consensus on the source term, ventilated into many radionuclides. It is believed the error attached to this consensus might be as large as 50%. This paper tackles a complementary approach: the reconstruction of the source term using inverse modelling techniques through a numerical transport model (or rather its adjoint in the present case).
The Chernobyl source term
In this study we are mainly interested in the radionuclides available for long-range transport, with a significant sanitary impact, that is: mainly iodine-131, but also caesium-134 and caesium-137. The source term of the fraction of these radionuclides which has been released into the atmosphere will be investigated here. Obviously this was very early a matter of concern for the community, because of the health impact of these radionuclides. First studies (the 1986 USSR report to IAEA and many other contributors mentioned later) gave good estimations of the total emitted activity and gave first assessments on the temporal profiles although not all of them were agreeing. However it was clearly emphasised that the Published by Copernicus GmbH on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
release could have reached levels of the free troposphere, rising above 2000 m and possibly up to 4500 m in the initial explosion.
Activity released in the atmosphere
The main results on the source term obtained up to ten years after the accident were summarised in the 1995 OECD report (Waight et al., 1995) and references therein, and its 2002 update. This source term has been reprised many times since then (Brandt, 2002) . In particular, it was estimated that 1.76×10 18 Bq of iodine-131, 8.5×10 16 Bq of caesium-137, and 5.4×10 16 Bq of caesium-134 were released.
Temporal profile
The temporal profile of emissions is necessarily a matter of greater uncertainty. The first estimation came from the initial USSR report and Persson et al. (1987) ; Albergel et al. (1988) . Devell (1995) and later De Cort (1998) published finer estimations of the release history over the main ten-day release (later releases were of a much lower magnitude). The ten days period is segmented into three stages. The first one (first three days) corresponds to the initial explosion, with a fragmentation and release of a fraction of the fuel. The third one (last three days) corresponds to the emission due to the fuel fire, and the core melt-down. The second one (four days in between), weaker, makes the transition between the two main releases. An up-to-date estimation of the day-to-day release of iodine-131 is given in the 2000 UNSCEAR report (UNSCEAR, 2000) . In that report, the third stage is not as intense as in the Waight et al. (1995) report, but the total amount is unchanged.
Vertical profile
The vertical profile is even more difficult to estimate. Many factors are to be taken into account: mechanical factors (explosion), heat, local meteorological factors (updraft by nearby front), local wet scavenging conditions, and obviously boundary layer cycles. In earlier papers (Gudiksen et al., 1989; Albergel et al., 1988) , it was stressed that the first release must have reached 2000 m and more. A profile was proposed by Lange et al. (1988) and by Hass et al. (1990) .
The observations
The observations used in this study are activity concentration measurements. As stressed earlier by Gudiksen et al. (1989) , using deposited activity measurements for large scale inverse modelling purposes would be unwise. Indeed the uncertainty chain comprising precipitation estimation is longer and much less reliable than concentration measurements. Moreover, caesium-137 deposited by Chernobyl is a small fraction of the past nuclear tests fallout which makes the information difficult to extract. Data are provided by the REM-database at the Environment Institute (Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy) . These are average values with very variable integration times, ranging from ten minutes to several hours, with a median of 11 h. After a mild and unbiased filtration, 1274 measurements are used for iodine-131, 943 for caesium-134 and 1210 for caesium-137.
Objective and outline
The objective of this paper is not to determine the point of emission coordinates. This subject has been investigated on a different real case: ETEX (Bocquet, 2007) . Therefore, Chernobyl location is supposed to be known a priori. Instead of the spatial coordinates, we are looking for the effective altitude and temporal release profile. Hence, one is looking for a two-dimensional field: σ (z, t). The objective of this paper is to reconstruct the source term σ (z, t) representing species available for long range transport with sizeable health impacts: mainly iodine-131, caesium-134 and caesium-137.
In Sect. 2, we briefly present the method and the tools it relies on: a numerical transport model, the adjoint of this model, and advanced inverse modelling techniques. In Sect. 3, we present the main results: a typical inversion outcome for iodine-131. The influence of the inversion parameters is discussed in details. Two such parameter values are determined using the L-curve method. Sensitivity studies to ascertain the typical result are described. Inversions on caesium-134 and caesium-137 are performed and the results are discussed. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
The method

Numerical transport model
The chemistry-transport model [CTM] POLAIR3D, which is employed for this study is a Eulerian numerical solver of the reactive dispersion equation for the concentration of the trace species c (several species may be considered):
where u is the wind field, ρ the air density, and σ the source for this species. s is the wet scavenging coefficient and d represents the radioactive decay. K is the eddy diffusivity matrix, supposed to be diagonal. The vertical component is given by K z (the default parametrisation is the Louis parametrisation (Louis, 1998) ). The horizontal component has a constant value K H (in this study, K H =0). The boundary conditions have to be specified, in particular at ground:
where n is the upward oriented unitary normal vector. All other boundary conditions are taken null.
A validation of this model on the specific case of passive tracers and radionuclides at regional scale has been performed and is described in (Quélo et al., 2007; Krysta, 2006) . For a more detailed description of POLAIR3D, we refer to Boutahar et al. (2004) . A general overview of the algorithms for the advection, diffusion, chemistry and splitting strategies used in the model is given by Verwer et al. (1998) .
The space-time domain chosen to simulate the Chernobyl accident and to compute the adjoint solutions needed later on, is 10.6 • W-63.7 • E and 34.4 • −69.3 • N in space and from 25 April 1986 00:00 UTC to 9 May 1986 20:45 UTC (15 days) in time. A spatial resolution has been chosen: 1.125 • ×1.125 • consistent with the ERA-40 ECMWF wind fields used in the computations. A finer discretisation has also been tested but will not be our main concern. There are 12 vertical layers which are separated by the following levels (relative altitude in metres) : 0, 64, 236, 484, 796, 1184, 1616, 1984, 2616, 3184, 3616, 4384, and 5016. 2.1.1 Some specific parametrisations
Radionuclides
For the Chernobyl application, the only radionuclides taken into account are caesium and iodine. Two isotopes of caesium are modelled: 134 Cs and 137 Cs. Iodine is known to be in many possible forms (elemental gas-phase iodine, organic methyliodine or particle-bound iodine). We only consider one lumped form for 131 I, so that Eq. (1) is necessarily an approximation of the real micro-physics involved.
Scavenging parametrisations
Resistance models for dry deposition and microphysical parametrisations for wet scavenging are available in the model. Since the model is intended to inverse modelling application, we have chosen a very simple approach: -a constant dry deposition velocity v dep =0.2 cm s −1 for caesium, v dep =0.5 cm s −1 for iodine, in the range of what is usually advised;
-two wet scavenging parametrisations are used. For the Belot scavenging type, the scavenging coefficient is parametrised as s =A p B 0 with A=8.10 −5 , B=0.8 and p 0 the rain intensity (in mm/h). This represents a below-cloud scavenging. Should the particles radius be of the order of the micron and below, the application of this parametrisation would be questionable. This is certainly the case for part of the caesium particulate distribution. The second approach is based on a relative humidity threshold, beyond which the atmosphere is scavenged. This threshold is taken to be 80%, beyond which s =3.5×10 −5 (RH−RH t )/(RH s −RH t ), where RH t is the threshold and RH s is the saturation value (100%). It is a subgrid parametrisation of the in cloud scavenging (nucleation scavenging) and has been proposed first by Pudykiewicz (1989) .
We refer to Pudykiewicz (1989) ; Brandt (1998); Baklanov (1999) ; Baklanov and Sørensen (2001) for comprehensive studies of these parametrisations. Wet scavenging is expected to dominate dry deposition, at least for long-range transport scale (Brandt, 1998) .
Radioactive decay
The radioactive decay chain is taken into account for the three isotopes.
The 
where ε i is the error related to measurement µ i . π i (x, t) is a sampling function which specifies how the activity is measured. To any µ i , i=1, · · · , d one can associate a solution c * i of the adjoint transport model (Uliasz, 1983; Pudykiewicz, 1998) :
In the context of Chernobyl, the boundary conditions for c * i are taken to be null provided the domain be large enough. At the ground, the following boundary condition is specified
Two examples of adjoint solutions are given in Fig. 1 Hourdin and Talagrand (2006) ) that µ i can be formally related to σ (x, t) by the dual relation: From now on, we take the air density to be locally uniform, so that div(u) = 0 .
In the case of the ETEX-I and Chernobyl simulations, we have checked that taking into account the stratification of air density has little influence on ground concentrations. So that div(u)=0 is a reasonable approximation for the dispersion tool at hand. Yet, this may have been wrong if a proper convection scheme had been implemented in the numerical model. A discretisation of the continuous transport equation Eq. (1), leads to the numerical model. A similar discretisation of the continuous transport equation Eq. (4) leads to the numerical adjoint model. However, in general, this numerical adjoint model is not the adjoint of the numerical model, but rather an approximation. The discrepancy can be visualised on Fig. 2 which pictures a duality test. This test compares the measurement obtained from the direct approach Eq. (3) to the measurements obtained from the adjoint approach Eq. (6). We consider this approximation to be sufficient for our purpose. It has one major advantage: the computation of the adjoint solutions makes use only of the forward model, run backward, and with reverse wind-fields (Issartel and Baverel, 2003) . As a statistical test (considering all measurements), the fractional bias between the concentration obtained via the adjoint or a direct simulation is greater than 50% for 12% of the observations, and greater than 20% for 27% of the observations. This was obtained for the Belot scavenging scheme. The result is the same for the relative humidity scheme.
In addition, for adjoint solutions and simulations computed on a finer grid (0.5625 • ×0.5625 • ), the tests improve to a fractional bias greater than 50% for 7 % of the observations, and greater than 20% for 19 % of the observations. Yet, the coarse resolution adjoint solutions will be preferably used because they are consistent with the ERA-40 wind field resolution, and a proper averaging of the local scavenging schemes.
The discretised version of the dual measurement equation is
where k=1, · · · , N runs on the grid-cell index. Volume elements of each grid-cell have been incorporated in σ k , so that σ k represents the total activity (in Bq) released in grid-cell k. If one defines the matrix H with entries [H ] i,k =c * i,k , and ε as the d-vector of errors, then the measurement equation reads:
which embodies the inverse problem to be solved for.
The inversion grid
Because the accident location is known, the inversion grid is two-dimensional (time and altitude) as opposed to the fourdimensional grid used to compute the adjoint solutions. The finest inversion grid will incorporate the 12 layers of the original grid. The time and altitude part of both grid could in principle be different. The finest time resolution t will be 15 min, though most of the inversion are performed at a resolution of 1 h. For t =15 min and 12 layers, the total number of unknown variables is 13 824 for one species and a 12-day period. This should be compared to about thousand measurements per species. It emphasises the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem at worse, or its ill-conditioned nature at best (for a larger t ). The time domain for the inversion starts at 25 April 21:00 UTC, a few minutes before the accident actually started, which will be denoted t 0 in the rest of the paper. It ends 12 days later.
Dual variational approach 2.4.1 The method
The most classical approach to solve Eq. (9), is to resort to a least-square criterion (possibly weighted by an observation error covariance matrix). It amounts to minimising the l 2 -norm of the departure µ − H σ . However the number of variables could be far superior to the number of observations. Moreover, observation errors and model errors are reducing the information content of these observations. Therefore one needs a regularisation procedure, which picks up the most plausible potential source among those satisfying the observation constraints. To do so, it is usual to associate a regularising Tikhonov term to the error departure so that the complete cost function to minimise is
where R is the observation error covariance matrix, and B is the background error covariance matrix which contains the a priori known statistical information on the source. The † symbol denotes vector or matrix transposition. This cost function is equivalent to 4D-Var (time and space components are all solved for altogether) albeit with a linear model of evolution. Such an optimisation problem can be equivalently solved in the physical space of measurements of lower dimensionality d. The dual cost function is
and should be minimised on β ∈ R d . The optimal source and diagnosed errors are then given by
where β = min β L(β). This solution identifies with the minimum which could be obtained from criterion Eq. (10). Yet, there are more efficient cost functions which could help solve Eq. (9). The maximum entropy on the mean formalism is a variant of the Bayes approach which allows to take into account prior information, such as the source positivity. The principle has been laid by Jaynes (1957a,b) . It has been first used in geophysics by Rietsch (1977) , considering a small number of constraints. It has been shown that such techniques are efficient in the case of an accidental event like Chernobyl (Bocquet, 2005b (Bocquet, ,c, 2007 Krysta and Bocquet, 2007) , and they have been extended to the framework of geophysical data assimilation.
The implementation of the principle relies on the minimisation of the information content that separates the a posteriori probability density function of the source and the errors p(σ , ε) from the a priori distribution ν(σ , ε), with the exception of the information provided by the observations. The discrepancy is measured by the relative entropy
where the sum (possibly an integral) runs on all potential sources and errors. With the observations properly taken care of by Lagrange multipliers β, one has to minimise on p the functional
which leads to the effective cost function in the dual space of the β
The minimum of this effective cost function determine completely the optimal p. An estimator of the source and the errors can then be obtained from it. The most convenient estimator turns out to be the average.
X. Davoine and M. Bocquet: Inverse modelling-based reconstruction of the Chernobyl source term
As is clear from Eq. (15), the actual form of the cost function that results from the technique depends on the a priori. When the source prior is Gaussian, and when the observation errors are also Gaussian, then the cost function is a leastsquare cost function of the form Eq. (11). The error prior statistics will be assumed Gaussian from now on.
Two other types of source priors are used in this study. They are both positive laws. At first, it is assumed a priori that a grid-cell k emits a mass m k of activity, with a probability γ k . 1−γ k is the probability that it emits nothing. This is a Bernoulli-type law. It is a bounded law. The formalism then leads to the cost-function
The optimal source is then given by
and the analysed errors are still given by ε=Rβ. The second type of law is the Poisson-like law. If m k is a reference activity value, grid-cell k has a probability e −θ k (θ k ) x k /(x k !) to emit x k m k , where x k is an integer. θ k plays a similar role to γ k . It is not a bounded law, so that peaks of release are allowed, though with a low probability. The formalism then leads to the cost-function
On can show that the Poisson prior is a limiting case of the Bernoulli prior when σ k /m k and γ k tend to zero. So that taking the Bernoulli mass scale m to large values, while keeping γ low enough ensures that the Bernoulli prior tends to a Poisson prior.
The parameters controlling the inversions
We would like to stress the meaning and importance of the parameters controlling the priors -m k is an a priori (activity) scale for cell k. The set of m k does not determine the total reconstructed mass but the latter is necessarily sensitive to the m k if the information content of the measurements is insufficient. A s is the total estimated activity released by the Chernobyl accident for species s, given by earlier reports. The values A131 I , A137 Cs , and A134 Cs are those given in (Waight et al., 1995) . Then we shall note:
is the prior average released activity per grid-cell. The a priori parameter m k for species s will be defined in terms of m 0 s . Obviously, m k /m 0 s has to be much larger than 1 to avoid any unrealistic uniform solutions. We do not want to favour a priori any location in altitude or in time. Then it is natural to ascribe the same scale m (in units of m 0 s ) to all grid-cells. However the vertical spacing is not uniform and the grid-cell volumes are unequal. As a consequence, one needs to correct the typical mass scale m to m k = H k H N z m, where H is the vertical extent of the domain, H k is the height of cell k, and N z is the number of vertical layers. Later on, the mass m (in units of m 0 s ), will be sufficient to describe an inversion, since the m k derive from m. In the case where the source prior stems from a Bernoulli assumption, then m k corresponds to the maximum activity released in cell k.
-A very low γ k , or θ k , is to be used in the context of an accidental source reconstruction, where absence of emission is the norm. They will be both taken uniform so that γ k ≡γ , and θ k ≡θ.
-Other crucial parameters are the error covariances that parametrise R. R is taken to be diagonal with [R] ii =χ i . For a uniform treatment of the errors, χ i ≡χ. The uniform variance hypothesis stipulates that all measurements have the same prior error standard deviation. It is rather simple to implement, but it grants high credit to the greater measurements, and less credit to the lower (especially those lower than the standard deviation, which are effectively considered as noise). It can also be assumed that the errors could be relative to the measurement amplitude, so that χ i is alternatively chosen a priori as a fraction of the measurement µ i , provided µ i is above a threshold. χ and the χ i are obviously crucial since they balance the relative weights of the background and observation terms.
-The retrievals also depend crucially on the inversion grid, since the latter determine the number of unknown variables. In Bocquet (2005a) , it has been shown that a reconstruction may end up in a complete failure, that no regularisation would prevent, when the resolution is too fine. In the particular case where the location of the source has been determined before any reconstruction, it has been shown that such a breakdown should not occur. Consequently, in this context, a too high resolution reconstruction should at worst be useless and inefficient, but not detrimental to the retrieval.
Results
In the following will be given our main results. There is no unique solution since the inversions depend on the priors on the source and the errors, and the quantitative parameters that describe them. Nonetheless, in order to constrain the solutions, a parameter selection technique known as the L-curve method will be used to assess the mass scale and variances which parametrise the priors. One will then be looking for robust features that appear recurrently in the reconstructions. We will firstly describe what could be considered as a typical result for iodine-131. The priors parameters will be assessed and several sensitivity tests on the inversion settings are then performed. From these tests will emerge several robust features. A few comments will then be made on the information content of the observations. Eventually, a few results on caesium will be examined.
Typical inversion for iodine 131
The setting for what emerged as a typical inversion dedicated to iodine-131 is: m=14 (in units of m 0 131 I
), γ =10 −9 , and a uniform prior error with standard deviation of 0.25 Bq m −3 . The justification for these parameters values choice will be given below.
The time resolution is one hour and the vertical resolution is given by the 12 layers given above. The scavenging is based on the relative humidity scheme. A time-altitude density plot is given in Fig. 3a . The time axis starts on the 25 April 1986 00:00 UTC. The temporal profile is given by the total activity column for each one hour period. The corresponding graph is represented in Fig. 3b. 
Total released activity
The total released activity obtained in this retrieval is 1.62 10 18 Bq, close to the consensus estimation of 1.76 10 18 Bq. Please note that we do not apply any decay correction to figures.
Three-stage scenario
The retrieval agrees well with the three-stage scenario. The first stage corresponds to a strong release in altitude, from the ground to the top of the domain (5016 m). The first surge, matching the initial explosion, is diagnosed to have been efficient as a source for long-range transport above 800 m. The second stage corresponds to a a weaker release. The third stage is characterised by a set of secondary source spots from 3 to 5 May, which are distributed from the ground up to 3500 m.
Robust events
There are significant features, which could be qualified as robust and which are worth mentioning.
-In the first stage, there are three strong release traces in altitude. The first one starts at t 0 , lasts for 8 h and extends from 800 to the top of the domain. This certainly corresponds to the initial explosion and release. This can be ascribed to the inversion uncertainty but also to a transport delay to the upper layers. The second starts at t 0 +15 h and rises up from 1200 m to the top. It coincides with the ignition of the combustible gas from the core and the start of the fuel fire (see UNSCEAR, 2000) . It is followed by a third strong release from the ground up the top, which ends at t 0 +50 h. The last two events are not well chronologically separated so that they could be two aspects of the same event but at different altitude.
The three episodes could be the modulation of the same event by the boundary layer cycle, which would allow an efficient release of radionuclides to the higher layers for a fraction of the day only. So that the effective source (that we may called "secondary") for long-range transport would appear segmented.
-The second stage displays a much lower intensity peak. It is mainly effective at the top of the domain (5016 m high). However the total released activity at this stage is consistent with the standard scenario.
-The third stage release displays several secondary sources. They look faint but are very robust to many changes in the parameters of the inversion. It starts at t 0 +7 days (the 2 May at 18:00 UTC) and lasts for three days. It is consistent with the spread of the corium in the sub-reactor region and the vaporisation of water contained in pools, releasing a large quantity of aerosols.
The temporal extension of these events should be interpreted as the time period when the phenomenon has significant influence. It is widened in the inversion by the fact that the Bernoulli prior is imposing an upper bound. Here it is m=14, which is attained in several of the grid-cells where these events are significant. There are other features that often appear but which are less robust. An histogram of the typical day-to-day release profile obtained from inversions is given in Fig. 4 , and compared to other profiles estimated earlier. It is clear that our inversion apportionment favours the initial release period and weakens the third period as compared to earlier estimations.
This inversion, which we believe is typical, will be referred to as the reference case.
3.2 Assessing the prior mass scale and variances 3.2.1 Strong sensitivity of iodine-131 reconstruction to prior mass scale and prior variances m has been discussed as one of the parameters controlling the inversion. Ideally one would like the inversions not to depend on this parameter, which must be given a priori. Such a scale is bound to appear in the settings since it gives away a breaking of symmetry due to the choice of a positive law. Hence this parameter is fundamental. In previous inversions performed on ETEX-I using such a law (Bocquet, 2007) , the retrievals had a moderate dependence on m, and it did not appear as a real difficulty. In the case of Chernobyl, the total activity retrieved in the inversions is more sensitive to the scale. We believe this is due to the many scales present in the data (from a few m Bq to hundreds of Bq). To overcome this problem, one may resort to techniques devoted to (hyper-) parameter estimation: maximisation-expectation algorithm, unbiased predictive risk estimator, generalised cross validation, generalised maximum likelihood, etc. We have chosen the semi-empirical L-curve approach (Hansen, 1992) , since it is (relatively) simple to implement, and is able to deal with a non-linear dependence on the parameter.
L-curve approach
The method compares the growth of the errors departure to the growth of the source departure (in a log-scale plot). The optimal parameter corresponds to the point of maximum curvature of the L-curve. Such a point is generally signalled by a corner or inflection in the log-scale plot of the departures. In this problem, the corners are not pronounced, but exist. With m, the variances χ i that determine the error priors are the parameters on which the retrievals depend the most. They tune the balance between the source and the errors prior, although in a less straightforward way than in 4D-Var. The two parameters are not independent, but they represent more than one degree of freedom. The cost functions have a non linear (or even quadratic) dependence on m. So that an estimation of m is not a question that is widely discussed in applied statistics, whereas the dependence on χ is a more classical issue.
In Fig. 5a , is represented the L-curve on an inversion using γ =10 −9 , with a fixed √ χ=0.25 Bq m −3 , and varying the mass scale m from m=5 to m=45. The related scavenging scheme is the relative humidity. The maximum curvature (drawn in the inset figure) of the L-curve is attained at m≃14. As for m, parameter estimation can be invoked to estimate a balanced value for √ χ. Estimation techniques were primarily designed for this kind of parameter. We resort again to the L-curve approach. Assuming m=14, then the maximum curvature point is found at √ χ ≃0.25 Bq m −3 . The result is shown in Fig. 5b Since the L-curve technique cannot easily be generalised to multidimensional analysis, the L-curve for χ assumes a prior value for m and vice-versa. The solution couple (m, χ ) is attained iteratively thanks to the existence of a fixed point. Taking this route, √ χ=0.25 Bq m −3 and m=14 appears as a fixed point for iodine-131 inversions. This explains a posteriori why √ χ=0.25 Bq m −3 and m=14 have been prescribed in Fig. 5 .
The estimated m will be shown to depend strongly on the type of inversion and species. Since m is given in units of the previous estimation activity releases per grid-cell, it demonstrates that m is not so much a scale for the total released activity, but also a measure of the fluctuations in the solution. The higher m, the stronger the peaks in the release as compared to the average release. This will be checked later on the caesium-134 and caesium-137 cases.
3.3 Sensitivity of iodine-131 reconstruction to other inversion settings
Changing wet scavenging parametrisation
Most of the parameters considered in this paper are related to the inversion setting. Varying physical parametrisations would also have a presumably strong influence on the retrievals. As advocated in (Brandt, 2002) , one of the most influential physical process is the wet scavenging. That is why both Belot scavenging and a relative humidity scavenging were tested. The solution depicted in Fig. 6 is equivalent to the previous inversion for all parameters but the wet scavenging, which is Belot-type. A bigger total activity of 1.82×10 18 Bq is retrieved. As is clearly seen on the source profiles, there is little difference except for the two events on the 29 and 30 April which are diagnosed high in altitude in the Belot-based inversion. Since the relative humidity represents in-cloud scavenging as opposed to the Belot scheme (below-cloud scavenging), those two spots are likely to be scavenged areas with the relative humidity scheme. There are therefore less likely spots for a source for a model based on the relative humidity. This analysis stresses the differences between two schemes. More importantly it emphasises the fact that not only does an inversion depend on the physical processes that affect a mass of radionuclides on its way from the source to the receptor, but it also strongly depends on the physical events that affect pollutants locally at the source site, and presumably at the receptor site too.
Influence of uniform and relative errors prior
As a hyper-parameter of the inverse problem, the standard deviation has been set to 0.25 Bq m −3 . As a comparison, the measurements span from 10 −4 Bq m −3 to 100 Bq m −3 , with a median of 1.5 Bq m −3 . The standard deviation was assumed uniform, which is certainly questionable.
A relative error prior has also been tested. It may sound as an appropriate prior for such an observable since an activity concentration may scale over several order of magnitudes. Yet, by construction, such a prior gives less credit to greater measurements which have potentially a strong information content. We observe that the robust spots that have been mentioned earlier are still present, even though their magnitude is different. These inversions seem nevertheless less reliable than with a uniform prior. As an example, m was kept equal to 14, then the errors were specified by a fraction f of the measurements. A threshold τ was also assumed so as not to give too much credit to very low measurements. Three hyper-parameters were too many, and we . 6 . The same as in Fig. 3 , but with a model using a Belot scheme for the scavenging.
chose arbitrarily τ =0.01 Bq m −3 . Then an L-curve estimate gives f ≃1%. The total retrieved activity is 1.37×10 18 Bq (Belot) and 1.48×10 18 Bq (relative humidity). The Belot result is represented in Fig. 7 . It is observed that the third stage displays a stronger release than with the uniform error prior inversion.
Influence of the time resolution
The time resolution is then varied. It is appropriate to determine how robust the features put forward so far are with respect to time. In Fig. 8 , two density plots are given for the same inversion specifications as for the reference case but with the time resolution of 15 min and 4 h. The total released activity in the high resolution case is 1.30 10 18 Bq, whereas it is 1.90×10 18 Bq in the coarser case (relative humidity scheme for both resolutions). It is remarkable how robust most of the spots are. The only significant difference is the vertical extension of the release event on 3 May.
Influence of the source prior
Poisson
The boundedness of the Bernoulli prior is its strength and its weakness as it does not allow for release peaks greater than m k in cell k. Such a problem could in principle be avoided by the Poisson prior which allows for such peaks, albeit with a much lower a priori probability. Unfortunately, it comes with numerical instability problems, since the cost function Eq. (18) involves an exponential. These numerical difficulties force to choose a low scale m, so that the retrieved solution is more contrived and not reliable. Although the main features are still present, they are distorted.
Gaussian
A fully Gaussian approach (least square or 4D-Var) has the flaw that it does not rely on the positivity of the source. We have nevertheless performed these inversions. The results are unsatisfying. Only the first stage events are recognised. Besides the solution is oscillating and has negative values. This can be seen in Fig. 9 . The covariance matrices are parametrised with B=m 2 I N and R=χI d . Note that, contrary to the previous cases, only one parameter matters, since parameters m and √ χ represent the same degree of freedom of the inverse modelling system. Besides, the mass scale m represents the scale of fluctuations (second order moments) of the source, whereas in inversions based on a non-Gaussian source prior, it was representing the first moment (in addition to parametrising higher moments). An L-curve analysis has been performed to determine the optimal m, though other methods are available for the related quadratic cost function. We found that m/ √ χ=4.5 is optimal. The total retrieved activity is 1.09×10 18 Bq, but it is a combination of positive and negative contributions. By lowering m, which would then be non-optimal, one can diminish the areas of negative values. However, this will shrink the solution and the total retrieved activity would be significantly lower than the previously estimated activity. obtained in the inversions. They cannot be too sensitive to fine details of the source. Indeed, one can assume qualitatively that on large space and time scale, the dispersion relation of transport equation is of the form ω √ −1+k α in Fourier space (k is the wavevector), where α describes the nature of the effective diffusion (α would be 2 for a Fickian diffusion). Therefore, k −α z z is a cutoff for the measurement sensitivity to vertical details of the source, whereas their sensitivity to temporal details is attenuated by ω −1 . When estimating surface concentrations from a column point-wise source, α z is greater than 2 (mixing by wind fields acts effectively as superdiffusion). As a consequence, the reconstruction of the vertical details of the source is much more challenging than of the temporal ones. This is exemplified in Fig. 1 where the adjoint solutions exhibit draperies. All vertical reconstructions should therefore be interpreted with caution. Besides, the vertical retrieval is (as should be) strongly influenced by the numerical model representation of vertical diffusion (and therefore boundary layer dynamics). Even though vertical details should be handled cautiously, it does not invalidate the inversion: a purely temporal inversion can indeed be inferred by integrating out columns of ground and upper secondary sources.
Observations informing part of the source domain
Parameter γ of the Bernoulli prior sets the probability of an emission in a given cell. For an accidental release inversion, or more generally when the mean of the emission is not known a priori, it is less committing to take it null. Taking γ as low as 10 −9 meets this purpose. For γ ≪N −1 , the inversions weakly depend on its actual value. Therefore, this parameter is of minor importance. It can serve however other purposes. Generally speaking, the information content of an observation is not spread out uniformly on the inversion grid by the inversion procedure. The response of a measurement µ i to a fluctuation of the source at position z and time t, is given by the adjoint solution related to µ i δµ i δσ (z, t) = c * i (z, t) .
As can be seen with the adjoint solutions pictured in Fig. 1 , a measurement will only give away significant information on a fraction of the domain.
Hence, the full set of observations used for an inversion is expected to shed light irregularly on the domain. There may be areas where the data actually tell little. In these areas, the inversion algorithm will yield the prior mean: γ m k , that is to say a very low value. This can be exploited: set γ =1/2 instead of γ =10 −9 , then these areas will be distinguished from areas that are truly predicted to be negligible from the observations. In turn, it is not possible to distinguish these areas from areas when the solution is predicted to be m k /2 from the observations. But the latter is less likely to occur in an accidental release context. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 10 on the reference case but with γ =1/2. This has to be compared with Fig. 3 . The areas where the data do not bring information are coloured. The third-stage surge is coated by an area of ignorance. A significant information blackout occurs on 2 May. There is also an information black-out on 28 April. As a practical conclusion, the retrievals on 28 April and on 2 May might underestimate the true release.
The REM data set used in the inversions presented in this paper is non-uniformly sensitive to the inversion grid-cells. Especially, only the measurements performed in Greece (14 measurements) are significantly sensitive to the part of the inversion grid supporting the third stage. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 . Figure 11a displays the result of an inversion using only the observations from France (148 measurements). The area which is unaffected by these data and governed by the source prior appears in colour. Clearly, only the first five days are sensitive to this set. This set is not telling anything on the third stage. We have checked that the data from Greece are the principal set doing so. This is illustrated in Fig. 11b . Therefore, the estimation in the third stage from inverse modelling relies on very few data, and should be taken with caution.
Typical inversion for caesium-134 and caesium-137
The same approach which was applied to iodine-131, can be applied to caesium-134 and caesium-137. The first step is to estimate the parameters: prior mass scale and prior error standard deviation. Their determination is more intricate than for iodine-131. The selection is operated by successive L-curves plotting on m then on χ, iteratively. For caesium-137, m is estimated to lie in the range 45−75 (in units of m 0 137 Cs ), and √ χ =0.10 Bq m −3 . The reconstruction is quite insensitive to a variation of m within this range. So m=60 was chosen. The quite low value of the prior variance amounts to trusting the measurements and/or the model in the caesium-137 case more than in the iodine-131 and caesium-134 cases. The total released activity is 13.6×10 16 Bq, to be compared to an earlier estimation of 8.5×10 16 Bq. The relative mass scale m, compared to the iodine-131 case, indicates that the solution is more concentrated on higher peaks. This is illustrated in Fig. 12b , where the relative humidity scheme has been used.
For caesium-134, m is estimated to 200 (in units of m 0 134 Cs ), and a relatively high √ χ =0.40 Bq m −3 . The total released activity is 3.5×10 16 Bq, to be compared to an earlier estimation of 5.4×10 16 Bq. The solution is clearly dominated by sharp peaks. It illustrates again that the parameter m cannot only be interpreted as an indication of the total released activity but it also tells how sharp the solution is. For instance, if one trades the relative humidity scheme for the Belot scheme, then m is estimated to be 130 and √ χ=0.35 Bq m −3 , whereas the total activity is similar. This caesium-134 inversion is displayed in Fig. 13 , where the relative humidity scheme has been used.
Errors diagnosis
The inversion offers a diagnosis of the errors. Indeed µ=H σ +ε, and the measurements are diagnosed and corrected to be µ−ε. A scatterplot is given in Fig. 14 to compare µ−ε to µ. A too fine agreement between the two would indicate the inversion acts as a mere fitting, which would make the estimation unreliable, given the current flaws of dispersion model and other sources of errors. On the contrary, the scatterdiagram has a similar aspect to the scatterdiagram of the observations versus simulated observations (through the model and the UNSCEAR report source estimation). This indicates the inversion is roughly able to diagnose the errors in the observations and/or the model. This qualitative error diagnosis was very helpful to understand that an arbitrary choice of the tuning parameters (m, χ ) is inadequate.
Conclusions
In this paper, a reconstruction of the source of the farreaching radionuclides from the Chernobyl accident was performed. The retrieval is based on advanced inverse modelling techniques which, in particular, exploit the positivity of the source. The main work was carried out on 131 I, and 137 Cs and 134 Cs to a lesser extent. A typical inversion has been exhibited for 131 I. Its main characteristics were identified using a sensitivity analysis to the parameters of the inversions. The two parameters to which the reconstructions are mainly sensitive are the mandatory prior mass scale m and the prior error variance χ. In all configurations (species, wet scavenging), they have been estimated using the L-curve technique (based on a posteriori analysis of the inversions). The total iodine-131 retrieved released activity lies essentially in the range 1.5×10 18 −2.0×10 18 Bq which is compatible with the latest estimation of the Chernobyl radionuclides emission. The inversion is two-dimensional, time and altitude, so that fine details of the chronology are probed. The threestage scenario is recovered in all inversions. In the first stage, surges are identified as many secondary sources spread from the ground to the top of the inversion grid. The retrieved spot connected to the initial explosion is substantial above 800 m, whereas the second spot matches chronologically the ignition of the combustible gas. The third stage exhibits several spots from the ground up to 3500 m. It was stressed that the details of the third stage are not strongly constrained, essentially by measurements from Greece. It was also explained that the reconstructed temporal details are likely to be more reliable than the vertical details, because of the sensitivity of measurements to such details.
Inversion were also obtained for 137 Cs and 134 Cs, with a total released mass of 13.6×10 16 Bq and 3.5×10 16 Bq, respectively, of the same order as the consensus estimations. From the estimation of (m, χ ) has been learnt how much peaked the retrieved sources are, but also how reliable the observations are in the view of the inverse modelling system.
There are several ways to improve these reconstructions that we would like to mention. One consists in the refinement of the present work (higher space resolution in the adjoint solutions computations, improvements of the physical parametrisations). A promising one would be to use earlier estimations as a prior. The inversions performed in this paper only used a scale m that loosely depend on earlier estimation. It was mandatory not to use the earlier temporal profile as a background, since the inversion results were meant to be as independent as possible from previous reconstruction works. This being done, an inversion with a first guess constructed from earlier estimations could be performed and interpreted as a refinement of earlier estimations from inverse modelling of observations. This could provide with a compromise between reconstructions of different nature (dispersion analysis from meteorological data, inverse modelling, core inventories) and using different kind of observations (concentrations, deposition). One could also improve physical parametrisations, though keeping simple and linear parametrisations, so that the inverse modelling remains simple to perform. As suggested to us by J. Pudykiewicz, this could start by a better diagnostic of the wet scavenging coefficient s of the relative humidity parametrisation (wet scavenging being the most efficient removal process for the Chernobyl dispersion).
And yet, the most direct way to improve the inverse modelling approach would be to use activity concentrations sampled in Ukraine, Belarus, Poland, etc, but these are not directly available.
